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Abstract. Identification of common and corresponding white matter (WM) re-
gions of interest (ROI) across human brains has attracted growing interest be-
cause it not only facilitates comparison among individuals and populations, but 
also enables the assessment of structural/functional connectivity in populations. 
However, due to the complexity and variability of the WM structure and a lack 
of effective white matter streamline descriptors, establishing accurate corres-
pondences of WM ROIs across individuals and populations has been a chal-
lenging open problem. In this paper, a novel fiber shape descriptor which can 
facilitate quantitative measurement of fiber bundle profile including connection 
complexity and similarity has been proposed. A novel framework was then de-
veloped using the descriptor to identify group-wise consistent connection hubs 
in WM regions as landmarks. 12 group-wise consistent WM landmarks have 
been identified in our experiment. These WM landmarks are found highly repro-
ducible across individuals and accurately predictable on new individual subjects 
by our fiber shape descriptor. Therefore, these landmarks, as well as proposed  
fiber shape descriptor has shown great potential to human brain mapping. 
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1 Introduction 

Identification of common and corresponding white matter (WM) regions of interest 
(ROIs) across human brains has attracted growing interest not only in that it facilitates 
comparison among individuals and populations, but also because it makes it possible 
to assess structural/functional connectivity in populations [1]. One mainstream of 
previous methods developed in the field so far largely relies on building white matter 
atlases via registration methods [2, 3] to establish correspondence across subjects. 
Alternatively, voxel based or fiber tract based features have been newly applied to 
identify WM ROIs. For instance, in [4], FOD (fiber orientation distribution) has been 
applied to identify pathologies. In [5], group-wise shape analysis based on fiber tracts 
has been performed to study WM. In [6], an effective fiber bundle shape descriptor 
called trace-map has been developed. Base on the trace-map feature [6], a map of 
discrete cortical landmarks named DICCCOL [7] that possess group-wise consistent 
white matter fiber connection patterns across individuals has been identified. 
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However, identifying reliable WM landmarks is still a challenging open problem 
due to the complexity and variability of the brain structure and a lack of effective 
white matter streamline descriptors [1]. For instance, the accuracy and reliability of 
registration based method are limited due to the substantial variability in brain anato-
my and structure between individuals. As for most voxel based methods, they are 
based on local information and have difficulty in establishing between-subject corres-
pondences. In [7], the authors successfully solved the above mentioned issues by 
introducing an effective fiber bundle shape descriptor of trace map [6]. However, 
since those identified DICCCOL landmarks locate on cortical surface, the remarkable 
cortical folding pattern variation may be a major barrier to further improvement. 

Motivated by the achievements and the challenges in [6], we developed a novel 
shape descriptor to characterize the connection patterns of a fiber bundle. Instead of 
focusing on the shape of streamline fibers as in [6], our descriptor centers on the 
global connection pattern of fibers. In particular, our proposed descriptor is based on 
probability density which enables the measurement of directional statistic features. 
Based on this descriptor, an effective searching/optimization framework is designed 
to identify WM landmarks that: 1) are highly connected hubs in the brain; 2) are re-
producible across individuals. The reason we aim to identify hubs as landmarks lies in 
that the human brain networks have been shown to be a small-world network [8]. In 
such network, hubs are more robust, consistent, and could be used to identify sub-
nodes. Thus, by identifying hubs in WM, those landmarks can be potentially used as 
initial points to establish correspondences across individuals, which will bring great 
potential to the study of human brain mapping, such as WM landmark-guided image 
registration. In comparison to existing model-driven WM landmark identification 
methods [2, 3], the major novelty of our work is that it is data-driven and thus can 
better handle the complexity and variability of the WM architecture.  

2 Methods 

In this paper, brain ROI is defined as a sphere in the space. To identify WM land-
marks with abovementioned properties from ROIs, first, we borrowed the idea from 
[6] and defined a novel spherical probabilistic distribution based connection map 
feature vector to describe the fiber profile (Fig. 1(b)). Then, the connection pattern 
complexities of ROIs are measured to identify WM landmarks (Fig. 1(c-d)). Finally, 
the locations of landmarks are iteratively optimized in each subject’s own space to 
increase group-wise consistency of these landmarks’ connection profiles (Fig. 1 (e)). 
The computational pipeline of the proposed framework is summarized in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the computational pipeline, consisting of 5 steps 
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2.1 ROI Connection Map 

First, definitions of several key concepts and terms are given.  
ROI fiber bundle: An ROI is defined as a sphere with a predefined radius (5mm in 

this paper). The fiber streamlines passing through this sphere is viewed as the fiber 
bundle of the corresponding ROI. 

Fiber principal orientation: For each fiber, its principal orientation is described by 
a norm vector v which is the first principal component of the points X along the fiber 
such that: 
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where x is the center of the points in X. 
Fiber connection profile: For a bundle of fibers, by projecting the principal orienta-

tion v of each fiber to a unit sphere, the connection profile of this fiber bundle can be 
represented and interpreted by the points distributed on the sphere. As illustrated in Fig. 
2(a-b), the complex fiber bundle connection pattern is mapped to the surface of a sphere 
without the loss of global information and could be further reduced in dimension via 
directional statistics method. Notably, as fiber is non-directional connection, both its 
principal direction v and the opposite direction –v will be projected to the sphere. 

Connection map: The probability density of orientation vector on the sphere is ap-
plied to describe the connection map of fiber bundles. Specifically, the sphere is sub-
divided into 48 equal sized pixels as defined in the HEALPix [9]. The number of 
points within each pixel out of the total number of points is calculated as the probabil-
ity density. In this way, the fiber connection profile is represented by a connection 
map with a vector of 48 numbers such that: 
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where Rk is the area covered by pixel k, and ||V|| is the number of points on the unit 
sphere. The advantage of this representation is the capability of representing complex 
fiber bundle connection pattern with a simple one dimensional feature vector without 
the loss of major information. As shown in Fig. 2, the connection maps are similar for 
the fiber bundles sharing similar shapes. For the bundles with different shapes, the 
connection maps would be distinct. Notably, this representation may have difficulty in 
distinguishing the fiber bundles with similar shapes but connecting in the opposite 
direction, or the fiber bundles with similar orientations but different lengths (e.g. the 
anterior thalamic projection V.S. the inferior fronto-occipital and uncinate fasciculus). 
These issues could potentially be solved by defining fiber connection direction and 
introducing multiple spherical shells for fiber bundles with different lengths. 

Connection entropy: As the HEALPix pixels [9] are the squares evenly distributed 
on the sphere with equal size, the entropy of orientation vectors V distributed on the 
sphere could be directly obtained from P(V): 
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Connection similarity: The similarity between two connection maps is measured by 
cosine similarity: 
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Both connection entropy and similarity are values between 0 and 1. As shown in Fig. 
2, higher connection entropy indicates higher connection pattern complexity, and 
higher similarity value indicates higher similarity between fiber bundles.  

 
Fig. 2. Illustration of ROI connection profile. (a), (d), (f): DTI-derived fibers connected to an 
ROI. The ROI is defined by a sphere in space (white bubble). (b) Illustration of projecting 
fibers’ orientations to a sphere to obtain connection profile. The white dots are the projection 
points of fibers. The red and blue lines indicate the main orientation of the corresponding fibers 
and their projections on the unit sphere. (c), (e), (g): The probabilistic distributions of connec-
tion profiles of the fiber bundles shown on their left. The center of each sampling pixel is 
shown and color-coded by the probability density. Corresponding connection map feature  
vector is shown at the bottom by histogram. 

2.2 Identify, Optimize and Predict WM Landmarks 

To identify the group-wise consistent WM landmarks that play the hub roles, we need 
to find the ROIs that maximize the connection entropy (meaning more diverse con-
nections) and cross-subject connection similarity (meaning group-wise consistency) at 
the same time. The optimization is thus designed to maximize the energy function 
(equivalent to minimizing the distance function) described below:  
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where X is the set of a landmark in all subjects. Eint(xi) is the internal energy function 
of connection entropy. Eext(xi) is the external energy function of connection similarity. 

λ is the tradeoff (empirically set to 1 in this paper). )( j
ixF is the fiber bundle passing 

through the landmark xi of subject j. 
The landmark searching framework follows the pipeline shown in Fig. 1. First, the 

subjects are initially aligned to the same space by linear registration (FSL FLIRT 
[10]). Then, taking each voxel in the space as the center of an ROI, the connection 
map entropy of fiber bundles passing through each ROI is computed for each subject. 
By averaging these connection entropy images, a group-wise connection entropy map 
is obtained (Fig. 3(a)). Distinguishable regions with high average connection entropy 
values in this map are visually identified as the initial landmarks. Due to the individu-
al variability and misalignment, the fiber profiles of these initial landmarks could be 
different. To solve this problem, the landmarks’ locations are optimized iteratively 
with random walks in each subject to maximize the energy function in Eq. (6) as de-
scribed in Algorithm 1. After optimization, the converged landmarks are then used as 
template for prediction on new individual brains. The prediction process used a  
similar framework as optimization. First, the brain of new subject with DTI data is 
registered to the template space. Then, the space around the initial location of each 
landmark is searched for the point that maximizes external energy ),( *

templateext XxE   

defined in Eq. (8) to guarantee the similarity with template.  
 

Input: Initial Landmarks X, Streamline Fibers F 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

For landmark i 
For subject j 

        For k=1…N 
            Generate random vector vrandom 
            If E(xij+vrandom)>E(xij) 
                xij=xij+vrandom 

    Re-do step 2 to 6 if location of xi changed 

Algorithm 1.  

3 Experiment Results 
Two sets of data are applied. One is acquired from 18 healthy young adults who are 
equally distributed as training subjects and prediction testing subjects. The parameters 
are: matrix size 128×128, 60 slices, image resolution 2×2×2mm3 isotropic, TR=15s, 
ASSET=2, 3 B0 images, 30 optimized gradient directions, b-value=1000. Another 
dataset publicly released by Human Connectome Project (HCP)[11] contains DTI 
data of 64 healthy subjects. This dataset is applied to test prediction of trained land-
marks. The DTI data preprocessing was performed via FSL [10] which includes eddy 
current correction, skull removal, computing FA image, tissue segmentation, and 
linear registration. Fiber tracking was performed via MedINRIA [12] using streamline 
model and then registered to the same space. 
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Fig. 3. Visualization of average entropy map and the location of 12 landmarks. The location of 
each landmark is indicated by colored ring/bubble. The location of each axial plan is illustrated 
by dash line in the sagittal view on the right. (a) Average entropy map of 9 randomly pick sub-
jects. (b) Slices of RGB color-coded principal diffusion tensor direction of template subject 
volume with corresponding view to (a). (c) Average entropy map of randomly picked subjects 
with different numbers (6/8/10/12/14). The view is the same as (a). 

 

Fig. 4. Average internal and external energy of each landmark in different dataset 

After preprocessing, entropy map is computed for randomly picked subjects with 
different subject numbers (6/8/9/10/12/14). The result is similar and consistent be-
tween different groups with different sizes Fig. 3(a,c). Thus we randomly picked  
9 subjects for training. Finally, 12 landmarks with high connection entropy were  
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visually identified and then automatically optimized as shown in Fig. 3(a-b). Taking 
the training subjects as the template, these 12 landmarks are predicted on other 9 sub-
jects as well as 64 subjects from HCP data for validation. The average internal ener-
gies and external energies are shown in Fig. 4. For training data, both internal and 
external energies are relatively high, which indicates that these landmarks are consis-
tent connection hubs in brain WM. For prediction data, compared with initial land-
marks (obtained via linear registration), the energies of finally optimized landmarks 
are much higher, which suggests that these landmarks are very reproducible in new  
subjects and could be predicted with our proposed framework.  

To further examine anatomical meaning of these landmarks, we randomly picked one 
training subject and one prediction subject to visualize major pathways passing these 
landmarks (Fig. 5). By observation, all these landmarks locate at the intersection point 
or the connection concentration regions of major fiber pathways. For instance, landmark 
3 and 4 are close to the thalamus of each brain spheres, and the fiber tracts such as tha-
lamic radiations, corticopontine tract and corticalspinal tract concentrate around this 
region. For landmark 5 and 6, the fiber pathways from different lobes intersect at this 
region, e.g. corpus callosum, posterior thalamic radiation, superior longitudinal fascicu-
lus, and superior longitudinal fasciculus, and stria terminalis/fornix. The pathways that 
go through these landmarks will be further examined in our future work. 

 

Fig. 5. Visualization of fiber bundle of 12 landmarks of (a) a training subject and (b) a testing 
subject. The landmarks are represented by white bubbles in each sub-figure. The IDs of the 
landmarks are listed on the right-bottom corner. 

4 Conclusion and Discussion 

A novel fiber shape descriptor has been proposed to characterize the connection pat-
terns of a fiber bundle. The advantage of this descriptor lies in that: (1) it is based on 
orientation probability density distribution, thus enabling direct calculation of direc-
tional statistic features such as similarity or entropy; (2) it can be efficiently calcu-
lated with a decision tree which makes it fast to compute. Our validation experiment 
suggests that this descriptor can quantitatively measure the similarity and connection 
complexity of fiber bundles with high accuracy. Based on proposed descriptor, a nov-
el computational framework has been developed to identify and predict landmarks 
that are group-wise consistent connection hubs in WM region. Finally, 12 landmarks 
with dense connection and high reproducibility across individuals are identified and 
validated. The major novelty and contribution of WM landmark discovery framework 
lies in its data-driven nature that can better handle the complexity and variability of 
the WM structures, in comparison to existing model-driven methods. 

In the future, these WM landmarks will be used as initial points to establish cross-
individual correspondences for brain image registration. Also, a hierarchical brain 
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connection map will be built based on these WM landmarks to facilitate brain struc-
tural/functional connection studies in population. For instance, with each individual, 
we will first recognize their WM landmarks and then the consistent cortical regions 
that are connected to these landmarks. Afterward, the sub-connected regions between 
these consistent cortical regions could be recognized iteratively to populate the land-
marks on the cortical brain with consistent connectomes. Finally, it is noted that  
future applications of the proposed fiber shape descriptor is not limited to the frame-
work introduced. It has broader potential to be applied in fiber shape related cluster-
ing problems such as connection based cortical segmentation optimization [13] or 
diffusion tensor image based functional ROIs prediction [14].  
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